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Introduction 
 

2016 was supposed to be the year CISSI was registered at the Finnish Patent 
and Registration Office of Helsinki which would then enable us to open a bank 
account for the organisation. However, 2016 was also the year that CISSI for 
the first time had a non Finnish chair and a board composed entirely of 
international students with the exception of our former integration specialist 
who later became our event representative. This made the simple task of 
registering CISSI one of Herculean magnitude. Paperwork had to be translated 
to Finnish, our rules had to be changed to specify who could sign on behalf of 
CISSI and documents were required that were not easily available for one of a 
nationality outside Finland. Due to all these obstacles, the application could 
only be submitted at the end of December and is under processing. Now that the 
stones have been set in motion, the board of 2017 will no doubt be able to make 
this objective materialize fully.  

The same hurdles that made it difficult to register CISSI, namely a lack of 
Finnish skills and the international status of our board members worked to our 
advantage when tackling issues of integration and in matters related to 
communication. It took three months of emails with the faculty to arrange an 
English training for Kuppala so that we could use the space so it indeed felt like 
a victory when the English training was finally arranged for the first time in 
history. Most of our events in spring term were aimed at celebrating the unique 
cultures of our members and making CISSI accessible to those who were not 
interested solely in parties such as our Lunar New Year Event and our Pub 
Quiz.  However, true integration can only be achieved when we create an 
environment that provides Finns and international students an opportunity for 
mutual exchanges and so in autumn we focused on collaborative events with 
Finnish student organisations that would enable such possibilities. We have 
been also diligent in encouraging organisations in the social sciences and 
throughout the university to follow HYY’s trilingual policy and include English 
translations so that no one feels excluded. However, we realized we must 
practice what we preach and have therefore tried to ensure that we also have a 
Finnish translation for all our events so that Finnish students also feel included. 



Thus, our network of members has grown to include Finnish students in 
addition to international ones.  

It is hard to measure integration and how successfully it has been achieved- this 
year was not so much about the number of people who attended our events and 
signed up to our membership register but about making university a place where 
internationals felt at home in Finland and Finns could feel international at home. 
The development of an awareness on how this can be done and gradual 
changing of practices at different levels of university organisation is subtle but 
its impact can already be felt, if not seen. Our most tangible achievement was 
the creation of an Internationality Action Plan made in collaboration with other 
student organisations that will serve as a guideline for the whole social science 
community on how to consider international students better. Making sure that 
the plan does not stagnate on paper and consolidating the international 
community we have built so that our voices continue to be heard will be 
essential for continuing the CISSI legacy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Strategy 2016 
CISSI’s strategy was laid out in 2014 and though a revision was suggested for 

the 2016 board, no drastic changes have been made as it continued to be 
relevant and efficient.  

Organisation and Administration 

In Spring 2016, the CISSI board consisted of the following people: 
Keshia D’silva- Chair 

Marguerite Beattie- Vice Chair and Equality and Environment Representative 

Mohsen Hadianpour- Treasurer 

Mong Han Chau- Secretary 

Svenja Scholz- Communication 

Maria Luhtaniemi- Integration Specialist 

Valeriya Kushchuk- Corporate Affairs 

André Buscariolli- Study Affairs 

Jola Llozhi- Tutor 

Huishan Guo- Event representative 

Sarah Ni Mhairtin- Cultural Event Representative 

 

In fall 2016, the position of the integration specialist was reviewed and through 
a majority vote it was decided that integration was better accomplished by the 
collective actions of the whole board as opposed to having an individual 
position for it. Further information can be found on page 7. In addition, our 
event manager Huishan Guo had to resign due to time constraints and therefore 
Maria Luhtaniemi, our former integration specialist replaced Huishan as Events 
Manager at an Extra General Meeting (EGM) held on 11.10.16. Furthermore, 
the distinction between Cultural Event Representative and Event Representative 
was deemed arbitrary as most of CISSI’s events do fall under the category of 



“Cultural” in one way or another so Sarah Ni Mhairtin (previously known as 
cultural events manager) and Maria became our Event Representatives at the 
said EGM. At this meeting, the number of deputy members was also changed 
from 4 to a maximum of 10 owing to a large interest in these positions. 

 

Our deputy members for the year 2016 included the following: 

Walid Hasbi (Spring) 

Aleksandra Ankina (Spring) 

Tugce Coskun (Spring and Fall) 

Alina ( Spring and Fall) 

Saga Luoma (Fall) 

Iina Kuuttila (Fall) 

Sam Mackay (Fall) 

Emilee Jackson (Fall) 

As mentioned in the introduction, though registering the organisation was a 
priority, it proved difficult to accomplish for the following reasons. Firstly, to 
submit the application online, the Chair was required to have online banking 
which in turn necessitated her to have a Finnish identity card, a document that 
required both money and time to obtain. A decision was made to make the 
registration on paper, rather than online and throughout the year, numerous 
attempts were made to submit the application but each time we thought all the 
documents we had were sufficient, more paperwork was asked of us, 
specifically in Finnish, more signatures had to be obtained and our rules had to 
be changed to specify who on the board could sign official documents. The 
latter amendment could only be made during our Annual General Meeting on 
December 8th, 2016 after which the application was submitted but is still being 
processed.  

To achieve accountability and transparency in our administration, our meetings 
have been open to all our members and have been attended at times by ex-board 
members and representatives from other organisations. CISSI had 10 official 
meetings in 2016 in addition to unofficial hangouts and more casual meetings to 
plan events and other activities. The minutes of each official meeting were 
examined and signed by the Chair, the Secretary and two minute checked 



appointed at each meeting for this purpose before being uploaded onto CISSI’s 

blog where they can be viewed by all our members. 

Communication and Representation 

CISSI has been active in communication with our members, other organisations 
and the faculty during the year. Our communication officer used our existing 
channels of communication namely facebook, Instagram, our email and our 
blog page to keep in touch with our members. Communication with other 
organisations was accomplished in several forms- firstly the strong relationship 
between the chairs and vice chairs of CISSI and Kannu permitted one to one, 
face to face discussions and this was crucial for the functioning of CISSI as it 
helped us be aware of issues in Valtsika and the university, established a 
dialogue built on mutual respect and understanding and enabled a better 
consideration of the interests of international students within Kannu and the 
wider community. Secondly, the participation of different representatives of 
CISSI in committee meetings specific to their role also provided contact with 
other organisations. Thirdly, collaborative events with other organisations in 
autumn furthered our communication with them. Fourthly, the facebook page 
valtsikatoimijat provided a good platform for asking for help from other 
organisations and providing the same to others. Our contact with the Faculty 
was mainly through our current Inspector and former Curator, Keijo Rakhonen. 
Through regular meetings with him, we were able to stay abreast of 
developments in faculty concerning the big wheel and the future of the degree 
programmes. Communication with the faculty was also necessary to arrange an 
English training for Kuppala though this was something that took quite a lot of 
time to achieve. The faculty has also been in contact with us to ensure that there 
are representatives of CISSI to make presentations about the organisation to 
new international and exchange students in autumn and spring.  

At the start of the year, we were approached by the Editor of student magazine 
Tutkain who wanted international students to contribute English articles on 
relevant subjects to the magazine. This was an invaluable opportunity to get the 
voices of international students heard on a larger scale and some of the articles 
CISSI members contributed concern the predicted effects of tuition fees on 
international students, an in depth interview with refugees, the lack of 
representation of international students in HYY’s representative council and 

tutoring. CISSI has also represented the interests of international students by 
actively monitoring social media and demanding English translations, 
questioning the decision not to take non Finnish speakers on Kannu’s board and 

having regular meetings and communication with HYY’s former international 



affairs officers, Laura Luoto and Aino Jones about issues that concern the 
international student population. Three of CISSI’s board members represented 

CISSI at Kannu’s sitsit for organisation members and our event representatives 

helped Kannu’s representatives organize the same. CISSI also contributed to 
sponsoring four of its members to attend Kannu’s Annual Ball enabling us to be 
represented at this large festivity. All these efforts at communication and 
representation have raised the visibility and profile of CISSI. 

Integration 

Prior to the fall of 2016, CISSI had an integration specialist devoted to this goal.  
This position seemed to work well in previous years, by mediating between 
CISSI and Kannu. However due to the aforementioned strong relationship 
between the Chairs of CISSI and Kannu and the two boards in general which 
also had a hangout during the year, a link was established between the 
organisations without the need for an integration specialist. Therefore, the only 
responsibility of the integration specialist appeared to be translation of Finnish 
communication to English. As the rest of the board were all English speakers, 
translation is important but we realized that by having someone to translate 
messages in Finnish, we were not encouraging other organisations to improve 
their English communication. The duties of the integration specialist were 
questioned but the goal of integration nevertheless remained of utmost 
importance to CISSI.  

Therefore, through a majority vote, we decided that instead of having a separate 
position allocated to integration, the whole board would simply step up its game 
in promoting integration. We have done this in many ways. Firstly, through the 
events we have- cultural events highlighting particular cultures, parties that 
introduce internationals to student life in Finland and collaborative events with 
Finnish organisations so that international and Finnish students have a chance of 
mingling. Secondly, through our communication and representation as 
mentioned previously. Our third and biggest venture in integration has been the 
organisation of an integration evening on 27.9 with Kannuvalajat where we 
invited representatives of other organisations to talk about improving 
integration. Prior to this, CISSI had made a questionnaire for international 
students, asking them about their experiences of exclusion at the university. 
This was made to collect real experiences from the students instead of trusting 
on hearsay. The 15 responses we received are not generalizable by any 
scientific standards but enabled issues and experiences of exclusion to be 
brought to people’s attention.  



Based on this evening, CISSI made a guide for promoting integration and better 
considering the needs of international students, to be followed by all board 
members and passed on to other organizations to develop sensitivity to 
integration into all practices at the Social Sciences. All these different actions 
have been undertaken with the goal of making participation in Finnish student 
life completely accessible to international students. As of now, there is still 
much work to be done in the area and language seems to be the biggest barrier 
but there is greater awareness on how to be more inclusive largely due to our 
integration plan and our activeness in speaking up about using English to make 
participation open to international students. Our dialogue with Kannu 
challenging their criteria of fluency in Finnish to be part of their board has 
resulted in them opening Marshall positions on the board to English speakers 
and in the near future, it is likely they will be able to accommodate English 
speakers as fully functioning board members as well.  

Creating an Identity 

CISSI’s identity as an organisation for international students has often preceded 
itself, resulting sometimes in the mistaken assumption that we are not open to 
Finns or that we are a smaller version of ESN for exchange students. This year, 
we wanted to go beyond these assumptions by ensuring that our events were 
better attended by Finns, accomplished by collaborative events with Finnish 
organisations such as a party on a boat with Keho. In addition, we tried to build 
our ties with the labour market through company visits and study affairs through 
increased mediation between students and the faculty so that we could be the 
organisation international students could count on in every way possible to feel 
connected to Helsinki as opposed to just having a reputation for throwing 
parties. The latter point of study affairs and corporate affairs will be elaborated 
under projects for 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Projects 2016 
As integration became such a strong focus for our whole board this year due to 
the decision to tackle this collectively, we applied for HYY project grant to fund 
a series of integration themed events to deepen the way we approached 
integration. Planned events included a speed friending sitsit, a sauna evening 
and an integration evening. All events under the integration project were to be 
in collaboration with another organisation. Unfortunately, the project was 
rejected for the grant, largely because the project was too similar to the culture 
month project and the welcome month project we had received the grant for in 
2015 and 2014 respectively. We did not have the finances to fund some of the 
events like the sitsit and sauna ourselves but we carried on with others like the 
integration evening and went on to have several small budget collaborative 
events with Finnish student organisations such as a wellness evening with 
Status.  

We also aimed to take on the development of study affairs and corporate affairs 
as projects for the year. The administration of questionnaires on study affair 
related matters for the former and the organisation of 4 company visits during 
the year suggests that progress has been made but the small response to both the 
questionnaire and poor attendance of the company visits highlights the need to 
better promote these areas so that they garner sufficient interest by international 
students.  

We also hoped to involve members in the creation of events- the first step of 
doing this was by sharing a questionnaire to get feedback from the members and 
understanding what events they enjoyed and what they would hope to see more 
of. Unfortunately, this questionnaire also received a low response due to which 
we decided not to go ahead with organizing a meeting to ask members to share 
their ideas and get more involved. Perhaps, better incentives would need to be 
provided in future to encourage members to engage with such questionnaires 
and participate in meetings.  

Other projects  

CISSI participated in HYY’s banner making contest to make a banner with a 

catchy slogan that we would then use to march in the protest against the cuts in 
education. Like all the other organisations in Valtsika, CISSI also found a 
sponsor for the new Valtsika songbook put together by Kannu. The sponsor did 
not wish to use the page in the songbook to advertise his company so we were 
able to use it to advertise CISSI. We also contributed fresh lyrics from a female 
perspective to the sitsit song Birth Control that will appear in the new songbook.  



Finances 

CISSI opened with a strong and stable financial base in 2016. A central 
financial objective for 2016 was the opening of a bank account for CISSI. This 
required CISSI to be registered as a ry first and as explained in the introduction 
and under the heading “organisation and administration”, on four different 

occasions, the Chair and the Treasurer attempted to submit the registration 
application but the application was found to be lacking each time. The treasurer 
was finally able to submit the application at the end of December and it is 
currently under processing. The board of 2017 is now responsible for seeing the 
registration to the end and then creating the overdue bank account. Making the 
registration on paper as opposed to online proved more expensive for CISSI but 
this was the only option available as the Chair was unable to acquire online 
banking due to the constraints imposed on her as an international student. 

Expenses and income were monitored carefully by imposing a budget for all 
events and discussing our financial status at every meeting. Throughout the 
year, we allocated our resources to having events that welcomed the new 
students, encouraged cultural diversity and promoted integration and also 
maintained a budget for expenses that promoted CISSI and raised our profile in 
university. The main sources of the income were entrance fees, ticket sales to 
events and patches and the operational grant.   

During the year, the treasurer collected the receipts for all purchases we made 
and scanned them. Before and after every single event, the money in the 
cashbox was counted and the exact gains and losses through all of the events 
was able to be calculated. Detailed information about costs of all of events are 
kept. Due to the collaborative nature of the events this year, the treasurer had to 
meet several times with other organisation’s treasurers to take care of monetary 

affairs of joint events.  

Though the budget allocated was followed quite well, events were not as 
financially prolific as we hoped. For example our start of year sitsit for 80 
people usually sells out in an hour of being announced but because of our bad 
luck of getting Alina Sali before the school year kicked off in January, only 60 
people were able to come. In addition, due to our inability to organize events in 
Kuppala for the first three months of the year as a result of the faculty failing to 
arrange an English training, CISSI’s finances were considerably lower than 

what we started out with by the end of the spring term. CISSI received an 
operational grant from HYY, which had increased marginally from the grant in 
2015 but was overall still relatively low in relation to our visions and size. 
Despite this instability, our finances improved in the autumn as a result of 



which we were able to hand over a cashbox to the new board that was fuller 
than we received it.  

Secretary 

Previously attached to the post of communications, this year the Secretary’s 

duties were separated from that of the Communication’s representative. The 

secretary kept minutes for each meeting, got them checked and signed by the 
appointed two minute checkers and then uploaded them to CISSI’s google drive 

from where they could be conveniently published to our blog and made 
available to our members so that we remain open and accountable to them.  

In addition to the minutes, the Secretary was also responsible for the mailing list 
which he cleaned at the start of the year to remove subscribers who no longer 
had a valid Helsinki email id and also the membership form which he updated 
and split into separate forms for degree students and exchange students. These 
forms can be found on our blog. Though we advertised them and encouraged 
people to sign up as members, CISSI only gathered 18 more degree students and 
21 more exchange students as members, a slow growth that should be improved. 
More effort needs to be put into advertising the membership form and more 
incentives should be given for becoming a member. Our events sometimes 
attract a crowd of around 100 people, all students at the University of Helsinki 
so even if half of these people signed up as members, our network would grow 
considerably.  

Communication 

The communication’s representative (CR) started out as CISSI’s 2016 secretary 

and communications representative in the General Assembly in September 2015 
before it was decided to split up the two positions. The main responsibility of 
CISSI’s Communications Officer is to ensure good information exchange 
amongst a) the board members, b) regular members and c) other student 
organization. This is supposed to happen via different channels as the email list 
(cissi-news), Facebook (www.facebook.com/internationalcissi), and the blog 
(http://blogs.helsinki.fi/internationalcissi/). 

a) For the communication amongst the board members we have had a private 
Facebook group, which does not require moderation or maintaining. Due to the 
effectiveness of this group, the board member email list has not been in use. It 
should however be kept for the case that a future board member does not have a 
Facebook account.  

b) In order to inform our mostly international members about the happenings at 
the university and culture scene of Helsinki, the CR sent out the “CISSI Weekly 



Newsletter” every Wednesday morning. Those included (1) the communication 

of CISSI’s own issues if there were any such as the announcement of changes in 

the board or the promotion of events, and (2) a list of around 10 events 
including their English-speaking descriptions. Amongst those, the events by 
student organizations of the Faculty of Social Sciences to be found in the 
Facebook-group Valtsikatoimijat 2016 and from one of the universities Helsinki 
or directly from the university were prioritized over other, non-university 
related cultural events. That way, the newsletter was an important mean to keep 
our members updated about CISSI’s activities and integrate them in the local 

student community by providing them the necessary English-speaking 
information. In addition to that, private emails and Facebook messages from 
members and others were also processed and answered by the CR. The email 
list was furthermore used to notify our members about meetings, General 
Meetings and the dissemination of respective agendas and rules.  

Moreover, during the year the CR was employed as administrator and 
moderator of CISSI’s public Facebook group “International Students of the 

Faculty of Social Sciences”. Apart from managing entry requests and 
confirming posts, the CR have shared and promoted CISSI’s Facebook posts 

such as events, pictures or textual messages there.  

Furthermore, the CR maintained CISSI’s blog, specifically by actualizing the 

general information, managing comments, changing the layout and design into a 
more appealing one (e.g. through the adding of a cover photo), making public 
announcements of General Meetings and notification of the rules, and the 
publishing the introduction series of our board members is described in more 
detail below. 

c) To ensure the communication between CISSI and other student organization, 
the CR haS been the contact persons for requests and announcements by other 
associations and their representatives. Moreover, the CR has been a part of the 
Facebook group Valtsikan toimijat, in which she has, in cooperation with the 
event managers, updated the event list from student organizations of the Faculty 
of Social Sciences with happenings organized by CISSI so that other 
organization could promote them. The specific communication and organization 
of cooperative events with other associations has however been the task of the 
integration representative.  

In addition to these basic tasks the CR organized, published and promoted a 
series of introductions of our board members, which at the same time included 
descriptions of their respective positions. Those were put on our blog, linked to 
in the newsletter and published on Facebook, in which the personal accounts of 



our board members were tagged. That way, we were able to tackle the issue of 
the relatively high anonymousness of the board members in the beginning of the 
year and were able to make CISSI more personal and prominent amongst its 
members. Furthermore, the introduction series had the purpose to give members 
and other student organization orientation about the right contact persons, and, 
towards the end of the year, promote the open board positions for the next 
generation.  

 

Equality, Diversity and the Environment 

The equality and environmental representative primarily works to promote 
equality and the environment on the board, in its activities, decision-making, 
and event-organizing.  Optimally all will be environmentally- and equality-
conscious, as an integral part, but in addition, separate events are organized with 
Kannunvalajat’s Equality and Environmental Committee. 

The representative arranged an outing to an art exhibition on the life cycle of 
jeans production around the world which was attended by 10 people. She also 
attended the meetings and helped organize the events of Kannunvalajat’s 

Equality and Environmental Committee. She also participated in HYY’s banner 

making competition with other CISSI members to create a slogan to address the 
cuts in education which was then carried at the protest. The events of 
Kannunvalajat’s Equality and Environmental Committee include a documentary 

night (unfortunately unable to attend), a flea market, and a Pride sitsit.  The 
representative also worked to connect a start-up called Froodly, which has 
launched an app working to reduce food waste, with the Committee.  

As Equality Representative, equality was promoted in the organizing of events 
and on the board, as well as in listening to and acting upon complaints from 
fellow students. Kannu’s harassment form was updated with an English version 

which CISSI helped edit and improve.  The Equality Representative informed 
fellow students at the beginning of the academic year about equality and non-
discrimination policy and contact information in the introduction post on 
Facebook and by email.  The representative attempted to organize a blood drive 
event, but people were unable to donate for various reasons, especially 
international restrictions. CISSI handed out free “Meillä on unelma” 

haalarimerkkejä in support of a multiculturally equal society, which were left-
over from last year.  The Equality representative also kept track of cleaning 
participation in a failed effort to more equally distribute cleaning.  The Equality 



Representative would still like to have equality-themed events such as a gender-
norm-breaking sitsit, but so far there has not been enough interest.     

The Environmental Representative advised and monitored all events and 
activities for environmental impact according to the plan drafted at the 
beginning of the year and researched guidelines included in it.  Environmental 
awareness was integrated into the organizing of all events and activities, e.g., 
recycling, using reusable tableware at sitsits and international food events, 
promoting vegan food, and using the most environmentally-friendly products.  
The representative should have made it clearer that the environmental budget 
should be used for more expensive environmentally-friendly (and, for equality, 
fair trade) products so that when other board members are shopping they know 
they can buy those products.     

Study Affairs 

Developing the position of study affairs (SA) was a priority for CISSI this year 
owing to the big wheel changes but proved to be difficult as doing so was very 
much dependent on obtaining information from outside sources, namely the 
Faculty and the students.  

Information about the bachelor programmes has been disseminated by the 
faculty and published among the student community by Kannu. However, 
information about the master’s programmes and their reforms is difficult to 

come by and there has not been enough translation on the subject, somewhat 
ironic since these are the programmes that concern international students. 
Whatever information we have received has come mainly from our Inspector 
Keijo Rakhonen  

This shortage of information has also made it difficult to go ahead with the 
creation of a study affairs committee that would consist of representatives from 
different programmes who could meet with CISSI’s study affairs representative 

to discuss relevant matters. Unfortunately, the REM’s coordinator who was 

involved in preliminary discussions about the same is no longer available to 
continue the subject.  

In trying to engage with the students, the SA sent a questionnaire to get some 
information about the student’s experience, which he received only two 

responses from fellow board members which made it difficult to proceed with 
future projects of developing study affairs that required feedback from the 
students about what they needed. Future attempts to make this position relevant 
to the students will demand creative ways of engaging with them by offering 
them information that is useful for the students but is not provided by the 



institution. Perhaps students will also have greater motivation to actively seek 
help and provide feedback when they enter the university as paying students in 
2017.  

Corporate Affairs 

At the beginning of the year, the aim of the corporate affairs representative 
(CAR) was to keep in contact with companies and other labor market related 
organizations in regards to international students' employment opportunities in 
Finland.  In addition, she was also responsible for representing Cissi's interests 
in the relevant meetings e.g. with other student organizations.  

In collaboration with deputy member Aleksandra Anikina and the Chair, four 
company visits were organized to, for example, Roy marketing agency, Social 
scientists’ labor union, Knoppi start-up. During these visits, we talked about 
how international students can make their skills and profiles stand out in the 
Finnish labor market, become a start-up founder, work for a think tank or join a 
labor union to protect their rights. The main issue we’ve been struggling with 

was the attendance of these events: less than 10 people came to each of these 
events. Moreover, not all the people who sign up end up attending. 

This is understandable due to the fact that company visits are less interesting 
than parties and cultural events, and not much can be done about it. For future 
events, board members can make it clear to the organizations that the group of 
students attending the visit might be small, but, on the upside, the company 
representative can really get to know them and maybe keep their profiles in 
mind. Another issue was that there could be more such visits, but a few 
organizations refused to meet with us because of the fact that some companies 
were not interested in hiring social scientists at the moment, or both parties had 
a lack of time for organizing the event. One way of making things easier would 
be to arrange visits to companies where one’s friends are employed. 

 In the spring, the corporate affairs representative became part of Kannuvalajat 
team organizing a career fair for social scientists in November, aiming to 
represent international students there, but it did not work out because of the 
language barrier. All team meetings and written communication were in Finnish 
with, so she could not take part in it. She expressed the wish of CISSI to make 
the fair more oriented towards both Finnish and international students, but that 
was the only input she could make. As a result, she had the following idea: the 
community of international students around CISSI is very small, and it might be 
more productive not to try to organize our own job hunting events, but promote 
bigger events organized by others, e.g. company events by the university and 



other student organizations, big career fairs such as the Atalent’s, Contact 

Forum, fairs in the Aalto university etc. This way we can show that 
international students take great interest in such events and also interact with 
Finnish students more. 

Events 

Initially beginning as cultural events coordinator, it quickly became apparent 
that many of our events fall under the ‘cultural’ category and as such, Sarah has 
since assumed the more general title of events coordinator. As mentioned, 
Maria was earlier the integration specialist but when the position was 
withdrawn and the former events coordinator Huishan resigned, Maria replaced 
her as Event’s coordinator. Their responsibilities included securing a venue, 
organising a set up and clean up team, securing keys for the rubbish bins and the 
event’s venue, organising shifts, arranging for any materials to be purchased 

before the event or collected from our locker in the new student house (or from 
another location such as a board member’s home) and of course, creating and 

promoting the facebook event.  

Spring events  

January 15th ISHA and CISSI Sitsit- A nineties themed sitsit providing new 
international and exchange students the chance to get acquainted with this 
student tradition and meet fellow international and Finnish students from ISHA, 
the international students of history’s association. Attended by 65 people in total 

with the afterparty seeing the numbers increase to about 80. 

February 6th Lunar New Year Party- Celebrating the Chinese year of the 
monkey, of special significance to CISSI because of our gorilla emblem with 
Asian food, decorations and a lucky couplet making workshop. Attended by 60 
people. 

February 26th CISSI and CILLI Pub Quiz- A trivia and beer pong night with the 
international law students. Attended by 50.  

April 2nd Better Late than Never St Patrick’s Day/ Easter party- In keeping with 
diversity, we decided to celebrate two holidays together. Themed snacks, 
decorations and an Irish step dancing lesson was provided. Around 20 people 
attended.  

April 13th Spring International Food Event- At this traditional bi-annual event, 
held in the Faculty was social sciences, participants cooked a dish from a 
culture close to their heart to share. About 25 people participated.  

 



 

April 28th Vappu Stitch and Bitch-Instead of organising a vappu picnic, we 
instead chose to arrange a pre vappu sewing circle where students were 
welcome to join together to stitch patches onto their overalls. Music and 
refreshments were provided. Around 10 people attended.  

May 1 CISSI and Tsemppi go VAPPU Picnic- At this informal hangout, CISSI 
and Tsemppi members were invited to join picnic blankets at Kaivopuiso on 
May 1st. Attended by about 20 people.  

May 18th- ‘Come as you’re not’ party- Our end of term party required people to 
dress up as their alter ego. For the promotion the board members got together 
for a photo shoot of various alter egos. Extra promotion was needed in the 
events page to explain the concept of this party to students. This event was 
attended by around 40 people.  

Fall Events 2016 

September 2nd Welcome to Finland (WTF) party- With the theme of theme of 
‘summer hits’. Students were encouraged to come dressed in summery clothing 

and a DJ (Seppo) was organised to entertain us all with the big summer hits 
from the last decade. Extra decorations were arranged, along with themed 
refreshments. Attended by over 100 people. 

September 5th Introductory sitsit- our freshmen sitsit quickly followed this event 
focused on getting freshmen familiar with sitsit etiquette so they could attend 
ones in future by Finnish organisations and not feel lost. This was attended by 
80 people.  

October 14th Boat Party with Keho- Our first collaborative event of the year 
with a Finnish student organisation, the party took place on a boat in Hakaniemi 
and people had to dress in 2000’s outfits. Over a 130 people attended.  

October 28th CISSI Halloween Party- Most of the decorations were recycled 
from the previous year and extra Halloween themed refreshments were also 
provided. Attended by around 60 people.  

November 9th CISSI, Kontakti and Habitus Lunchtime Rave- For this event 
CISSI secured several food & soft drink sponsors and as such collection needed 
to be arranged. In addition, extra effort had to be made with decorations, along 
with several planning meetings with both organisations. A local DJ was hired to 
make the event more exciting and speakers were acquired from HYY. A lot of 
promotion was needed as this was an unfamiliar concept for most students. It 
did not get the response that was hoped for due to the victory of a certain 



unpopular figure as the President of the United States the previous night. 
Around 40 people attended. 

November 21st Autumn Food Event- Around 20 people attended the autumn 
edition of the food event.  

November 30th CISSI and Status Welllness Evening- A yoga instructor was 
hired and maps were secured from Unisport. Extra care was put into set up in 
order to make a comfortable environment i.e. floors were cleaned, all furniture 
moved from the main room of Kuppala, LED candels and fairy lights sourced 
etc. A DIY facemask workshop was also arranged and as such recipes needed to 
be researched and ingredients bought. A guided meditation session was also 
organised. Around 15 people attended.  

December 14th CISSI and Voo Pre Midsummer Party- This ironic summer 
celebration in the middle of winter was the last of our series of collaborative 
events. Around 60 people attended.  

 Though the specific events arranged deviated from the objectives set out in the 
blueprint, the events coordinators exceeded expectations in the number of 
events organized during the year and in organising many more integrative, 
cooperative events with Finnish/Swedish speaking organisations than 
anticipated. In addition, the event representatives thought of new and creative 
ways to make events more prolific and inclusive, for example by the use of 
photoshoots and Finnish translations. Though the collaborative events increased 
our visibility in the social science faculty among finnish students and helped 
build connections with them, they also required large amounts of planning and 
there were difficulties in communication that could be prevented in future by 
laying out all the expectations and conditions right from the start. 

Safety  

Another area that the events have focused on is safety. This has been achieved 
through board members being trained in the use of Alina Hall & Kuppala, as 
well as placing an emphasis on safety / accountability of events, particularly 
following the increase of incidents in the New Student House. As mentioned 
previously the training to use Kuppala was arranged and informed about in 
Finnish owing to which none of our board could attend. It took time and 
considerable pressure to make the Faculty organise the English training which 
was attended by three people from CISSI’s board. In accordance with HYY's 
directive, CISSI has tightened security measures at events by placing extra 
people responsible for security and supervision at all events. Furthermore, board 
members have been trained in fire safety. The increased focus on party safety 



has also been helped by hosting events in conjunction with more experienced 
organizations, which has provided an experienced and valuable mindset to both 
organization and safety measures. All board members have been made aware of 
this focus, and acted accordingly. Though the year has been a milestone in that 
an English training was finally provided for the use of Kuppala, we hope that in 
future, such trainings became an automatic process, organized in conjuction 
with the Finnish ones. 

Tutoring 

Cissi’s tutor representative’s main task has been to welcome new students and 

offer them a smooth transition to the new university life. She represented Cissi 
at different tutor events, mostly organized by Kannu. Usually tutors main task is 
at the beginning of the autumn term in particular to provide support to new 
international students.  In this context, the tutor representative organized Cissi’s 

stand at the Welcome Fair and prepared presentation slides to introduce Cissi to 
the new students. She also helped organize CISSI’s checkpoint at Kannun 

Fuksisuunnistus in the Esplanadi Park.  

A dilemma encountered here was whether international students should be put 
into the same groups as Finnish students or on their own. This question was 
brought to us by Kannu’s freshman captain and we asked that international 

students be mixed with Finnish students to promote better integration. However, 
only one or two international students were assigned for large groups of Finnish 
students as a result of which the language of the majority, i.e Finnish was used 
which made the international students feel left out. In future, it is recommended 
that the groups assigned international students would have an equal number of 
Finns and internationals so that no one side feels left out and English should be 
the common language used in such situations.  

Though we had another checkpoint at the Opening carnival, we were not able to 
participate as our energies were occupied with our sitsit that was on the same 
day. Another event was the Freshman adventure where we organized a test for 
the cultural bias. Being present at the events and tutoring the new international 
and exchange students at the Faculty of Social Sciences helps one to discharge 
their duties as the CISSI tutor better as this connects one to the new students 
and makes it possible to inform about CISSI’s activities. Contact with Kannu’s 

tutor representative is also important to coordinate plans and division of labour 
but as the language used in many of the tutor committee meetings was Finnish, 
the tutor representative of CISSI did not feel comfortable attending such 
meetings.  



Conclusion 
Though the board of 2016 organized many diverse and collaborative events 
including company visits, tried to engage with members through questionnaires 
and represented internationals interests in several ways, as the first solely 
English speaking board, they faced many hurdles that disrupted usual 
functioning. Nevertheless, by having a dialogue with the community about these 
struggles, we have created awareness that will hopefully ease potential 
problems of future solely English speaking and international chairs who will 
learn from our experience and benefit from the steps we have taken in making 
the university more international friendly.  

Event Calendar 
Spring 

January 15th CISSI and ISHA 90’s sitsit 

January 25th CISSI Board Meeting 

February 6th Lunar New Year Celebration 

February 10th CISSI Board Meeting 

February 16th Spring Annual General Meeting 

February 20th Board hangout at HYY Sauna 

Feburary 26th CISSI goes to Roy (company visit) 

February 26th CISSI and CILLI Pub Quiz 

February 27th CISSI goes to an art exhibition (on the production of jeans) 

March 7th- Participation in HYY’s education cut related banner making 

competition  

March 17th- CISSI board meeting 

March 23rd- English training for Kuppala 

March 29th CISSI goes to Knoppi (A start up) 

March 30th- CISSI board meeting 

April 2nd- Better late than never St Patricks and Easter Party 

April 13th – Spring International Food Event 

April 20th- CISSI board meeting 



April 26th- CISSI goes to EVA (company visit) 

April 26th- Merkkimarkkinat 

April 26th- Hangout with Kannu 

April 28th CISSI Vappu Stitch and Bitch 

May 1st- CISSI and Tsemppi go Vappu Picnic 

May 5th- CISSI Board Meeting 

May 18th- Come as you are not end of term party 

May 22nd- CISSI board cottage trip 

 

Fall 

August 25th- CISSI board meeting/hangout 

August 31st- CISSI at the welcome fair 

September 2nd- Welcome to Finland Party 

September 5th- Introductory sitsit 

September 8th- CISSI at Kannu’s Freshmen Orienteering 

September 19th- CISSI board meeting 

September 27th- CISSI Integration Evening 

October 11th- Extra General Meeting and Hangout with Keijo 

October 14th- Boat party with Keho 

October 31st- Halloween Party 

November 9th CISSI, Kontakti and Habitus Lunchtime Rave 

November 21st Autumn Food Event 

November 30th CISSI and Status Welllness Evening 

December 5th- Annual General Meeting and Pikkujoulu 

December 8th- Board Dinner with Keijo 

December 14th CISSI and Voo Pre Midsummer Party 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


